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Abstract – Keyword based search is a important aspect, when searching the data in cloud. Keywords may have a certain 

grammatical relationship among them which reflect the importance of keywords from the user’s perspective intuitively. Proposed 

system has relationship among query keywords into consideration and designs a keyword weighting algorithm to show the 

importance of distinction of the keywords. Key word weighting algorithm accurately and efficiently localizes the central keyword 

that the user is interested in. We can choose the central keyword (not all keywords) of the query to extend. When a user inputs some 

query keywords, our scheme can effectively and accurately locate and extend the semantics of the central keyword. The returned 

results should be relevant to both the multiple keywords that the user inputs and the extension keyword. To calculate the relevance 

scores between keywords and files, we use the widely used TF-IDF rule, where TF (term frequency) denotes the frequency of a 

given keyword in a document and IDF (inverse document frequency) represents the importance of a keyword. When the data 

owner updates the dataset, the TFIDF values are also changed. To enable updating, we make a few changes in the trapdoor and 

index generation by inserting the IDF values into the query vector and the TF values into the index vector, respectively. 

 

Index Terms— Trapdoor, TF-IDF rule, MRSE, weighting algorithm, central keyword. 

 

 INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing is a popular platform because of more 

people are inclined to outsource their data to the cloud, 

due to its flexibility and unlimited resources. Enable 

effective searches over encrypted data, the data owner 

first builds an encrypted index based on the extracted 

keywords from data files and the corresponding index-

based keyword matching algorithm, and then outsources 

both the encrypted data and the index structure to the 

cloud server. To search over the encrypted files, the cloud 

server integrates the trapdoors of keywords with the index 

information and finally returns the target files to the data 

users. Proposed system takes the relationship among 

query keywords into consideration and designs a keyword 

weighting algorithm to show the importance of distinction 

of the keywords. Using the keyword weights, we can 

accurately and efficiently localize the central keyword 

that the user is interested in. TF-IDF rule is introduced in 

our design to analyze relevance between the query and 

files. Choosing the central keyword (not all keywords) of 

the query to extend, our scheme can greatly reduce the 

trapdoor generation time.  

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

Existing systems take the semantic relationship among 

query keywords into consideration. They regard the input 

keywords as independent and irrelevant. In fact, the 

importance of a keyword is quite different from that of the  

 

others, and this can be clearly shown by the semantic 

relations among the query keywords.  

 

Another problem is that the existing keyword-based 

search techniques can only return files that contain the 

exact query keyword. Although some mechanisms like 

semantic or extension searches have been designed to 

solve this problem, they all require additional 

computations at the client side and thus introduce extra 

overhead. 

 

 If the user queries terms semantic relevant to the index 

terms, it is possible that none or only a few matched 

results will be returned. As a result, the user must perform 

more query operations to obtain the desired files. To 

address this issue, a common technique is query 

extension, which can extend original query terms 

according to certain rules before submitting a search 

request. Also provide multi-keyword search scheme by 

using the MDB-tree to construct the index structure which 

greatly reduces the search complexity, where the cloud 

server only needs to search over a part of the tree. Multi-

keyword ranked search scheme (MRSE) which used 

coordinate matching to realize the ranked search. 

 

Disadvantages 

• Unable to hit the files which contain semantic-relevant 

keywords. 

 

• More computation overhead at the client side.  
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PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Proposed system has following entities data owner, the 

data user and the cloud server. The data owner has a set of 

data files and wants to outsource it to the cloud. As these 

data files may contain sensitive information, the data 

owner encrypts the data before outsourcing due to privacy 

concerns. 

 

 To facilitate the efficient use of these encrypted data 

files, the data owner needs to build a searchable encrypted 

index I based on the keyword set W extracted from F. The 

index will then be outsourced to the cloud server along 

with the corresponding encrypted files. The data user is 

authorized by the data owner and searches the outsourced 

data files stored on the cloud via some input keywords. 

Based on these keywords, the user chooses the central 

keyword to extend, computes its trapdoor T and sends it 

to the cloud server. The cloud server stores the encrypted 

data files and index, and also handles search requests 

from the data user. Upon receiving the trapdoor T 

generated by an authorized user, the cloud server then 

searches over the index I and returns the top-K relevant 

files as the search results to the user. 

 

 Proposed system takes the relationship among query 

keywords into consideration and designs a keyword 

weighting algorithm to show the importance of distinction 

of the keywords. Using the keyword weights, we can 

accurately and efficiently localize the central keyword 

that the user is interested in. TF-IDF rule is introduced in 

our design to analyze relevance between the query and 

files. Choosing the central keyword (not all keywords) of 

the query to extend, our scheme can greatly reduce the 

trapdoor generation time. Proposed framework has 

following substances information proprietor, the 

information client and the cloud server. The information 

proprietor has an arrangement of information records and 

needs to outsource it to the cloud. The index will then be 

outsourced to the cloud server along with the 

corresponding encrypted files. The data user is authorized 

by the data owner and searches the outsourced data files 

stored on the cloud via some input keywords 

 

Advantages 

•Accurately locate and extend the semantics of the central 

keyword. 

•Return search result based on multiple keywords. 

•TF-IDF used to resolve the index problem.  

 

Proposed System Architecture 

 
 Index Construction 
Build Index(K, C)  

1. Initialization: i) scan C and extract the distinct words 

W = (w1, w2, ..., wm) from C. For each wi ∈ W, build 

F(wi);  

2. Build posting list:  

i) for each wi ∈ W  

• for 1 ≤ j ≤ |F(wi)|:  

a) calculate the score for file Fij according to equation 2, 

denoted as Sij ;  

b) compute Ez(Sij ), and store it with Fij ’s identifier 

(id(Fij )||Ez(Sij ))  in the posting list I(wi);  

3. Secure the index I: 

 i) for each I(wi) where 1 ≤ i ≤ m:  

• encrypt all Ni entries with padding 0 s, (0 ||id(Fij 

)||Ez(Sij )), with key fy(wi), where 1 ≤ j ≤ v.  

• set outstanding ν − Ni passages, assuming any, to 

irregular estimations of an indistinguishable size from the 

current Ni sections of I(wi) and  replace wi with πx(wi);  

 4. Output I 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In proposed work, efficient search technique is 

constructed to improve the search results. The relationship 

among the query keywords into consideration and 

designed a keyword weighting algorithm based on the 
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relations. We also designed a central keyword semantic 

extension scheme according to the keyword weights. By 

choosing the central keyword instead of not all the 

keywords to extend, our scheme achieves a tradeoff 

between functionality and efficiency. To express the 

relevance between the query and the files better, we 

introduced the TF-IDF rule when building the trapdoor 

and index. By storing the IDF value in the dictionary, our 

scheme can support updates for adding new files. 
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